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SDK/Driver Status
The Gen3 SDK, for Alpha Data
Virtex-6 and Kintex-7 products,
is at version 1.4.0.

The Gen3 Driver is at version
1.4.6.

The Gen2 SDK, for Alpha Data
Virtex-II, Virtex-4 and Virtex-5
products, is at version 4.9.3.

The Gen2 Driver is at version
3.17 (Windows), 2.12.0
(Linux).

For details and download
instructions visit the Alpha Data
Website.

Product
Announcements

XRM-10G-QSFP

The XRM-10G-QSFP is the
latest XRM module to provide
high Speed Communications,
in this case dual 10Gigabit
Ethernet. Providing a standard
connector, the XRM-10G-
QFSP is capable of interfacing
to copper 10GBase-CR or
Fibre 10GBase-SR. The XRM-
10G-QSFP uses XAUI as the
FPGA interface allowing the
use of generably available
FPGA IP blocks to connect up
the module.

Advanced
Ruggedization

Alpha Data are working
towards providing products
with greater environmental
operational capabilities. To this
end, product heat sinks are
being modified or redesigned
and a wider range of
environmental board coatings
will be made available.

Check the website in the near
future or contact Info at Alpha
Data for further details.

Keith Baker, CTO, Alpha Data.

Alpha Data Release the ADM-XRC-7V1 High Performance
FPGA Platform

15th August 2012: Denver, CO

Alpha Data are proud to
announce the launch of the
ADM-XRC-7V1, the first in a
range of new products based on
Xilinx Virtex®-7 FPGAs. The
ADM-XRC-7V1 is a high
performance reconfigurable
XMC with PCI Express Gen2
interface, external memory and
flexible front-panel IO options.

The 7V1 is the latest in the
highly successful line of Alpha
Data PMC and XMC products. The result of over a decade of experience and partnership
with Xilinx, the 7V1 combines performance with ease-of-use and reliability. Particular
emphasis has been placed on ease-of-migration from earlier generations of FPGA, allowing
customers to benefit from the features of the Virtex device with minimal effort.

The PCI Express bridge includes 4 DMA channels and is contained in a separate device,
freeing the logic in the FPGA and allowing on-the-fly reconfiguration. For maximum flexibility,
a bypass option allows users to place the PCI Express endpoint directly in the FPGA.

Front panel IO is provided through the XRM interface. Alpha Data provides a wide range of
XRM modules giving options including optical IO, CameraLink, high performance DACs and
ADCs.

Alpha Data's latest product, the ADM-XRC-7V1, offers customers
the performance and flexibility they require, leveraging the
unique advantages provided by the the Xilinx 7 series FPGA's. All
this with significantly lower power consumption than previous
generations making the ADM-XRC-7V1 an ideal platform for
prototype design, system development and product deployment.

The 7V1 is available with the Virtex-7 XC7V585T, XC7VX330T, XC7VX485T or XC7VX690T
FPGA and ships with a comprehensive Software Development Kit (SDK) including example
designs. Ordering options include Industrial Air- and Conduction-Cooled variants.

For further details on the ADM-XRC-7V1 contact Alpha Data Information.

 
Reconfigurable Processing

Utilize the largest and fastest Xilinx FPGAs available on small form factor
boards
On-board memory available in many configurations (up to 4GB of DDR3
SDRAM, up to 12.8 GB/sec memory bandwidth)
PCI or PCIe host interface included in separate device which allows
reconfiguration of the FPGA, ease of design, and resource savings
Industrial operating temperature and ruggedized options available

Flexible I/O using XRM I/O Modules

Alpha Data developed a simple I/O Interface protocol for the FPGA boards. This allows a
wide variety of I/O protocols to be implemented on the majority of the FPGA boards. This
allows the development of a system while keeping the choice of I/O protocol open till the
system design is finalized.

A selection of XRM i/O Module types are:

CameraLink - Base, Dual and Mini CameraLink Options available.
Ethernet - 10/100M, 1G or 10G variants. 10G is available for copper and
optical transmission media.
High Speed analog to digital and digital to analog conversion.
High Speed Optical Interface
High signal count digital I/O
Generic I/O Standards e.g. Parallel RIO, Front Panel Data Port (FPDP).

System Flexibility
Use Alpha Data PMC and
XMC boards in standard
workstation PC systems or
install directly into ruggedized
deployed systems.

PCIe, VPX, cPCI,
VME, VXS, PCI, TCA,
Blade servers...

Kick start your design by using
the Alpha Data Software
Development Kit (SDK). The
SDK includes source code for
FPGA example designs and
software applications.

Begin using the
hardware right out of
the box; Plug-and-
Play.
Software drivers for
Windows, Linux and
VxWorks.
Comprehensive cross
platform API to assist
you in creating an
application.

Future Events
Alpha Data shall be attending
the VITA FMC Plugfest (21-22
August).

PlugFest is an
industry-wide forum

that brings FMC suppliers
(modules and carriers)
together to test product
compatibility and adherence to
the FMC standard. This is a
distribution and platform-
neutral event.

Alpha Data shall be
contributing the ADPE-XRC-6T
and the FMC-CLINK-MINI to
Plugfest testing. If you are
interested in either of these
products feel free to contact
our representative at the show.

FMC Modules

Alpha Data are developing a
range of FMC modules. The
first being the FMC-CLINK-
MINI, this is an FMC
CameraLink Module, providing
full and dual-base interfaces
(switchable).

The ADPe-XRC-6T has been
designed to allow the addition
of FMC modules to provide I/O
functionality.

Xilinx Alliance
Program

Alpha Data are Certified
Members of the Xilinx Alliance
Program. This means that our
customers can be assured that
Alpha Data shall continue to
get the best out of the Xilinx
products and pass these
benefits onto them.

Virtex-7 Release
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